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Quick info

Details Item type: For sale
Posted on : 10/31/2022

Description 2023 Keystone RV Springdale 298BHWE, Keystone Springdale travel trailer
298BHWE highlights: Private Bunkhouse Outdoor Kitchen Large Slide Do-More
Dinette Fireplace SolarFlex 200 If you want the same convenience and comfort
that you love about your own home, then you will certainly want to check out this
Springdale travel trailer because it comes with a private bedroom up front for you
with a queen bed and a private bunkhouse with quad bunks in the back for your
kids or guests! In the main living area, you won't be worried about living in a
cramped space because the large slide will push out and open up this area so
that game night is just as exciting as it's always been, and the entertainment
center will also spice up every late-night gathering. You can even prepare meals
just the way you like them with the three-burner range in the full kitchen, and if you
just can't get enough of the fresh air, you can head outside to prepare meals at
the outdoor kitchen. With any Keystone Springdale travel trailer, you will have a
friction hinge entry door with sturdy MORryde StepAbove steps, a pass-through
storage compartment for your outdoor gear, and reliable Dexter E-Z Lube axles to
maneuver your Springdale down the road and into the campsites. Some of the
Keystone Exclusives provide 12V color-coded wiring with easy-to-trace circuits
which is better than conventional RV wiring allowing a faster diagnosis for
quicker repairs, and the streamlined heat distribution that uses in-floor heat vents
for more efficiency for uninterrupted air flow. Also included, the Blade high
performance air flow system that delivers 30% more air flow. The interior gives
you pressed kitchen countertops, pleated night shades, and designer upholstered
window valances for easy care and style, and more depending on the Springdale
you choose!
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Basic information Year: 2023
Stock Number: 285124
VIN Number: 4YDTSGN25PG101222
Condition: New
Length: 32
Sleeps: 9
Slideouts: 1

Item address , Draper, Utah, United States
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